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Geosynthetic-Reinforced Retaining Structures: The
Standard Wall of the Future?
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LOCATION: Radisson Valley Forge
1160 First Avenue, King of Prussia, PA
TIME:
Dinner Meeting: 5:30 PM; Social Hour: 6:30 PM
Dinner: 7:15 PM; Presentation

DVGI is hosting the first ever Geo-Institute

“CROSS USA LECTURE TOUR”
Dr. Robert Holtz, Ph.D., P.E.,
Professor Emeritus
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Recent developments using geosynthetics to reinforce backfills behind retaining structures have made traditional concrete gravity and cantilever retaining walls almost obsolete. Geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) walls are
significantly cheaper to construct, can be built higher and on poorer foundations, and appear to have greater seismic stability then conventional retaining structures.
After a review of the historical development of reinforced soil retaining
structures, the advantages of these systems and the use of geosynthetics for
soil reinforcement are briefly described. Design considerations, soil and geosynthetic properties required for design, and wall facing systems are discussed in some detail. Specifications, wall construction, inspection and suggestions for avoiding failures are mentioned and a few remarks as to why
geosynthetic reinforced wall systems are likely to be the future standard retaining wall end the talk.
*One Professional Development Hour (PDH) will be provided for this dinner
meeting.
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“CROSS USA LECTURE TOUR”
Dr. Robert Holtz
Professor Emeritus
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
University of Washington

Bob Holtz, PhD, PE, D.GE, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering at the
University of Washington in Seattle, has also taught at Purdue and Cal StateSacramento.
He has degrees from Minnesota and Northwestern, and he attended the Special
Program in Soil Mechanics at Harvard under Prof. A. Casagrande. He has worked
for the
California Dept. of Water Resources, Swedish Geotechnical Institute,
NRC-Canada, and as a consulting engineer in Chicago, Paris, and Milano.
His research, sponsored by several federal and state agencies as well as private
companies, has mostly been on geosynthetics, foundations, soil improvement, and
soil properties. Bob is author, co-author, or editor of 24 books and book chapters,
including Introduction to
Geotechnical Engineering, 2nd Edition (with W. D.
Kovacs and T.C. Sheahan, 2011). He is also author or co-author of more than 275
technical papers, discussions, reviews, and major reports.
Bob is a Fellow, Life, and Distinguished Member of ASCE. He was on the first
Board of Governors of the Geo-Institute, was President in 2000-01, and currently is
the G-I International Secretary. He has also been active with the ISSMGE, TRB,
ASTM, and NAGS-IGS, and has had an active consulting practice throughout his
academic career. Bob has taught many short courses and given numerous
lectures, both in the US and abroad, including the 46th Karl Terzaghi Lecture in
2010.
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October 18, 2011 Short Course
12– 4pm Radisson Valley Forge, King of Prussia, PA
4 PDH’s will be available for this course
Geotechnical Applications of Well Logging
&Imaging

Geophysical Methods, specifically
microgravity and MASW (multi-channel
analysis of surface waves)

Presented by:

Presented by:

M. Scott McQuown, P.G.

Richard Lee
Quantum Geophysics

Borehole Geoscience Manager
ARM Geophysics

Mr. Lee will discuss 2 surface geophysical methods, specifically microgravity and MASW (multi-channel analysis
of surface waves). These methods are most likely the
least understood by engineers but are extremely useful in
This presentation is designed for geologists, engineers,
evaluating subsurface conditions, especially when site
and environmental specialists who want to maximize inconditions may preclude the use of other geophysical
formation from exploratory wells by using geophysical
methods. The gravity method has long been used in the
logs and images. After a brief review or introduction to
oil and gas industry to locate and map large geologic
logging methods, the talk will focus on the geotechnical
structures such as faults, sedimentary basins, and
applications. Emphasis will be placed on the use of imagpiercement structures (salt domes).
ing technologies such as optical and acoustic televiewers.
The presentation will examine how each geophysical
method works, how the data are collected, processed and
M. Scott McQuown, P.G. is Senior Geologist / Geophysi- analyzed, and include a discussion of site conditions facist and Manager of ARM’s Borehole Geoscience Servorable to the acquisition of meaningful data. Case studvices. He has over 22 years of experience in applying
ies will include the evaluation of sinkhole activities along
borehole and surface geophysical technology to environI-476 (Blue Route) and SR 422 in Chester and Montgommental, engineering, and exploration projects. He curery counties, PA, a landslide on SR 15 in Tioga County,
rently specializes in high-definition borehole imaging
PA, and a road expansion project involving the constructechniques to characterize geologic structure. Mr.
tion of 30,000 +/- linear feet of MSE wall in Pinellas
McQuown received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Ge- County, FL.
ology from Bowling Green State University in 1985 and
his Master of Science Degree Geology from Kent State
Richard Lee received a B.S. in geology in 1977 (Colgate
University in 1988. He is a licensed Professional Geologist in Pennsylvania and Tennessee.
University), and an M.S. in geology in 1979 (University of
Pittsburgh). He began his professional career as an exploration geologist/geophysicist with Amoco in Houston, TX
evaluating well logs and seismic reflection profiles related
to the Oriskany Sandstone gas play of central PA.
Hershey, Pennsylvania

In 2007, he sold Quantum to Gannett Fleming, Inc. (GF),
and currently serves as Vice President of GF, and President and Principal Geophysicist of Quantum Geophysics,
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September 20, 2011 Dinner Meeting
KURT SJOBLOM, Ph.D., DREXEL UNIVERSITY
“Coupling state of the art soil testing methods: Constant Rate of Strain Consolidation Testing with Stress Path
Triaxial Testing to maximize the quality of geotechnical design parameter selection”

The lecture addressed both CRS and Stress Path triaxial testing
methodologies and their data interpretations. An often ne‐
glected aspect of a testing program is the coupling of these
tests in order to maximize the information obtained in the
testing program. As a result, the lecture included the advan‐
tages of performing CRS testing to obtain stress history and
then using these results to decide on a strength testing pro‐
gram. In particular Recompression and SHANSEP testing was
discussed with advantages and differences between the tech‐
niques outlined.CRS data interpretation was included strain
rate selection, sample quality designation, determination of
pre‐consolidation stress by Casagrande construction, Strain Energy method and pore pressure ratio evaluation,
swelling pressure, stiffness parameters and coefficient of consolidation using both linear and non‐linear theo‐
ries. Stress Path Triaxial data interpretation will include selection of testing methodology, seating stress selec‐
tion, backpressure saturation, isotropic and anisotropic consolidation techniques and drained/undrained shear‐
ing.
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Article
“CRS Consolidation and Stress Path Triaxial Testing
Application”
By Bashar Qubain
As a follow up to Professor Kurt Sjoblom’s presentation at DVGI meeting in
September, GeoStructures is pleased to cite the following project as a testament to
the usefulness of coupling CRS and stress-path triaxial testing.
For an 8-story building along the Delaware River, GeoStructures utilized state-ofthe-art laboratory testing capabilities to investigate the consolidation and stressstrain behavior of the soft organic silt deposits and facilitate a shallow foundation
system. More than 20 consolidation tests including constant rate of strain (CRS)
and numerous triaxial, including K0 stress-path were implemented on high quality
Shelby tube samples to chart the behavior of the organic silt under two distinct
stages. First, K0 consolidation
was utilized to understand the
behavior under a surcharging
program involving 20 ft of fill to
remove primary and secondary
consolidation. Then drained shear
testing was implemented to
model the slow application of the
foundation loads during the construction of the 8-story building.
Several undrained triaxial shear
tests with pore water pressure
measurements were also carried
out to establish Cam-clay constitutive parameters for analysis
and design purposes in order to
capture the change in the coefficient of volume compressibility Mv for improved accuracy in determining the required time for surcharge load removal. All of the CRS and stress-path triaxial
testing for this project were performed in-house at GeoStructures, Inc.”
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Earn PDHs at 2011-2012 DVGI Events
Upcoming Dates for 2011-2012 Dinner Meetings are as follows:
 October 18, 2011—Dr. Robert Holtz, Ph.D., P.E., Geosynthetic-Reinforced Retaining Struc-

tures: The Standard Wall of the Future?
 October Short Course—GEOPHYSICS
 November 15, 2011— Nico Sutmoller (Insulfoam) “Geofoam as Lightweight Fill Material”
One PDH will be awarded for most dinner meetings that you attend. Those interested in the PDHs can obtain
supporting documentation at the sign-in desk prior to each event.

Looking for a Geotechnical Career Opportunity?
Have you considered a student internship or a co-op position? It’s a great way to “get your foot in the
door” while gaining practical professional experience. Check the new geotechnical co-op and internship links on the G-1 Student page at: http://content.geoinstitute.org/student.html.

G-I Chapters and Local Geotechnical Groups
As a 21st Century professional organization, the G-I aims to collaborate with local, national, and international geo-professional organizations. To meet that goal, the G-I has developed a strategic plan
for outreach to local geotechnical groups to assist them in becoming a Geo-Institute Chapter. Check
out this great link to other G-I Chapters and local Geotech Groups across the country:
http://content.geoinstitute.org/groups/index.html.
The University of Delaware has initiated a Student Chapter. Please contact the
Chapter President, Lauren Lobo at email address llobo@Udel.edu for more information. Congratulations to the GIUD !

G-I Twitter Brings You Quick News Updates
Twitter is a social networking tool for posting very brief updates, or “tweets.” The G-I launched its
Twitter feed in April 2009 to announce updates to its website and other relevant news items. Since
then, over 150 updates have been posted and more than 144 persons have become registered G-I followers. Visit our Twitter feed at http://twitter.com/GeoInstitute. You can check for updates or
“follow” us using a Twitter account, an RSS reader, or one of the many other web applications that
work with Twitter. Spread the word. Also check out the DVGI link at www.linkedin.com. Set up an
account and keep up to date with business associates.
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Upcoming Conference: Save the Date:
Ohio River Valley Soils Seminar XLII
Date: Friday, October 21, 2011, 7:30 am to 4:45 pm
Location: Millenium Hotel Cincinnati, 150 West Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

As professionals in the geotechnical field, we are consistently seeking to design and construct safe structures using economical construction practices. However, due to the high variability of the materials with
which we deal (e.g., soil stratigraphy, shear strength, permeability, etc.), the values and conditions that are
predicted do not always match those that are experienced. This may result in an over-designed but less
economical structure, or an under- designed and unsafe structure. The 42nd Annual Ohio River Valley
Soils Seminar (ORVSS XLII) will address lesson learned from failures and forensics, including geotechnical design, instrumentation, investigation, construction, case histories, etc. regarding building foundations, earth retention systems, embankments, foundation systems, ground improvements, roadways, and
tunnels. ORVSS XLII will highlight innovative techniques or technologies implemented in forensic studies,
predicted versus actual performance of structures, and innovative construction practices resulting from
lessons learned. ORVSS XLII will provide Geotechnical Engineers, Geologists, Contractors, Material Suppliers, and other geotechnical practitioners an opportunity to share lessons learned on previous projects
in order to continue the advancement of our professional field.
Dr. Lucia received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley where he studied
Civil and Geotechnical Engineering. Prior to receiving his degrees Dr. Lucia served three years in the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers where he was involved in heavy construction in Southeast Asia from 1966 to
1969. Following his Ph.D. in 1980, he has worked in consulting in the San Francisco Bay Area but has
worked on projects throughout the United States and internationally. From 1984 to 1986 Dr. Lucia was a
visiting lecturer at the University of California at Berkeley teaching undergraduate and graduate courses
in geotechnical engineering. From 1989 to 1990 he was a senior lecturer at the University of California at
Davis where he developed a course on applications of geotechnical engineering to environmental engineering. Dr. Lucia joined Geosyntec in 1993 managing the Oakland, California office and became Chairman of the Board in 1998 until stepping down in 2010 to focus on his practice.
Dr. Lucia became involved in the practice of forensic engineering in the mid 1980s evaluating real and per-

,

ceived failures and many construction claims. Over the past 25 years Dr. Lucia has served as an expert
witness approximately 75 times, primarily defending practicing geotechnical engineers on matters relating
to the standard of care. Dr. Lucia has testified in 12 trials and arbitrations in five different states and has
been involved in litigation in Europe and South America.
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Job Posting:
GEOTECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGER

Kleinfelder is an employee-owned science, design, and engineering consulting providing solutions to meet our
world's complex infrastructure and natural resource challenges. A firm with more than 2,000 employee-owners,
Kleinfelder provides planning, engineering, scientific, technical, and management solutions. With nearly 50 years
of experience, Kleinfelder's reputation for providing innovative, commonsense solutions to the most complex
challenges has solidified its status as a trusted partner to its global clients and a leader in the industry.
Working as a team, our bright people will deliver the right solutions
Kleinfelder's Exton, PA office is seeking a Geotechnical Project Manager.
The ideal candidate must have at least 8 years of experience in geotechnical consulting, construction observation
and project management. This position is a leadership role, requiring the ability to guide and develop staff, and
will work closely with the Geotechnical Group manager. Responsibilities will include proposal preparation, technical oversight, delivery, profitability, resourcing, safety stewardship, and management of quality and risk. The
candidate should possess a pro-active, problem solving attitude with excellent verbal and written communication
skills, and the ability to multi-task effectively.
A Professional Engineer license is required, with the ability to obtain an NCEES record within 2 months. A BS in
Civil Engineering is required and MS in Geotechnical Engineering is preferred.
Some travel to project sites and other Kleinfelder offices is required. The Exton office offers a wide range of
challenging project work and a great opportunity to develop professionally.
Kleinfelder offers an excellent compensation and benefits package, including: medical, dental, vision, life insurance, 401(k) plan, paid holidays, and employee-ownership. Kleinfelder is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUME VIA WWW.KLEINFELDER.COM UNDER CAREERS AND PEOPLE /
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES Req. No 5105
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Job Posting:
Geotechnical Project Engineer
NTH Consultants, Ltd., Lehigh Valley, PA
NTH Consultants, Ltd. is seeking a Sr. Project Engineer with progressive experience in
geotechnical engineering design to support our Mid-Atlantic operations, from our
Lehigh Valley (Bethlehem, PA) office. Candidates should be able to demonstrate experience
with design of deep foundation, earth retention, and ground improvement systems; materials testing
related to geotechnical investigations; and related construction observation. Experience with the design of
shafts and tunnels will be considered a plus, along with geotechnical instrumentation and monitoring programs.
A minimum of 7 years of experience with a BSCE and P.E. are required, MSCE is preferred. Responsibilities will include client development, proposal writing, project coordination, and staff supervision (technical
guidance and mentoring of engineering staff). Candidates should possess strong interpersonal skills for
contact with team members and clients, be a proficient technical writer, and be competent with engineering
software applications for geotechnical design.
Candidate must be capable of performing and/or providing technical oversight for geotechnical design of
above-ground and/or underground structures, as well as temporary/permanent earth retention systems,
deep foundations, MSE walls, earthen structures, etc.; preparing and reviewing plans and specifications
for geotechnical design/construction projects; developing geotechnical recommendations and design criteria
for reports; and planning/performing geotechnical investigations.
Visit us at www.nthconsultants.com for a full description and to apply on-line under the Employment Opportunities
tab at NTH.
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UPDATE: New DVGI Website
Over the last several months we have added some additional content to the DVGI web site located
at www.dvgi.org. The web site now includes links to our corporate sponsors web pages, past newsletters, the 2011-2012 DVGI events calendar, industry related links and events, and most notably
a form for online reservations to our monthly meetings. We hope you will utilize the online
reservation wherever possible to streamline the reservation process.
Please e-mail any of the DVGI Board members if you would like additional information added to
the web site. Thanks to Genevieve Meehan for managing the site development.

HAVE DVGI PUBLISH YOUR ARTICLE
Do you have an interesting article on a project or individual in your organization that you would like to have published in the DVGI newsletter? Please submit your articles for consideration in an upcoming edition to Archie Filshill at
archie.filshill@cetco.com

DVGI Merchandise Available for Purchase
1 GB memory sticks ($12); coffee mugs ($8); and lapel pins with the DVGI logo ($5) are available
for purchase. See Ara Mouradian if you are interested in purchasing any of these items.

www.DVGI.org
Thanks to Genevieve Meehan for managing the site development !
ASCE/G-I Members:
Read past and present issues of Geo-Strata magazine online at www.geoinstitute.org
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July 19, 2011
For immediate release
Pile Dynamics, Inc. develops breakthrough test for concrete foundations in partnership with FGE

A new solution for integrity evaluation of concrete foundations has been developed by the Pile Dynamics (PDI) ‐
Foundation & Geotechnical Engineering, LLC (FGE) partnership: the Thermal Integrity Profiler (TIP).
TIP uses the heat generated by curing cement (hydration energy) to assess the quality of cast in place concrete
foundations such as drilled shafts, bored piles, augered cast‐in‐place, continuous flight auger piles and drilled
displacement piles. Because temperatures within the concrete foundation are dependent on its diameter and
distance to the center of the shaft, TIP measurements may be used to estimate the actual shape of the shaft in‐
cluding the previously difficult to determine thickness of concrete cover.
The Thermal Integrity Profiler, which is based on research conducted at the University of South Florida and origi‐
nally implemented by FGE, is attractive in that it assesses the concrete quality of the entire cross‐section and
along the entire length of the foundation. Another major advantage of the TIP is its early testing time; test results
are available as early as 12 hours after concrete is poured, allowing construction to continue.
The TIP is available in two types of thermal data acquisition systems: either with an infrared probe that is in‐
serted in Crosshole Sonic Logging‐type access tubes, or with thermal wires™ that are attached to the reinforce‐
ment cage prior to concreting. Either way, data is collected by Thermal Acquisition Ports, transferred to the TIP,
and downloaded to a computer for further analysis and result presentation by the Thermal Analysis Reporter
software.
In addition to the Thermal Integrity Profiler, Pile Dynamics produces several other quality assurance and quality
control products for the deep foundations industry. Its products are recognized throughout the world as the ulti‐
mate solutions for testing and monitoring of deep foundations. The company is based in Cleveland OH and has
commercial representatives worldwide.
FGE – Foundation and Geotechnical Engineering LLC – is based in Plant City, FL and specializes in deep founda‐
tion design, capacity enhancement, rehabilitation/remediation and quality assurance/verification testing.
For more information on the Thermal Integrity Profiler visit www.pile.com/pdi/products/TIP.
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“ Q u a lity is th e f o u n d a tio n u p o n w h ic h w e b u ild . ”
C O N S T R U C T IO N & D E S IG N
T IE B A C K A N C H O R S
S H E E T IN G
S H O R IN G

O F E X C A V A T IO N S U P P O R T
U N D E R P IN N IN G
S O IL N A IL IN G
M IN I- P IL E S

V is it u s o n t h e w e b a t : w w w .s c h n a b e l.c o m
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GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Attn: Ernest Hanna, P.E.
ernest.hanna@gza.com
215-591-3800 x3612

Environmental and Geotechnical Services
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501 Office Center Dr
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Suite 220

856 So White Horse
Suite 1
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